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Created for you - with passion



Modules

3-seater
226 x 92 x 80

2,5-seater
197 x 92 x 80

1,5 + Chl L/R
300 x 177 x 80

2,5 + Chl L/R
371 x 177 x 80

2,5 + Divan L/R
272 x 234 x 80

Divan + 2,5 + Chl Round L/R
446 x 234 x 80

Footstool
85 x 60 x 41

Footstool Round
Ø99 x 41

3 + Divan L/R
301 x 234 x 80

3 + C + 2,5 L/R
306 x 277 x 80

2,5 + C + 2,5
277 x 277 x 80

Broadway
Metal black, 16 cm

Broadway
Metal black, 18 cm

Upholstery Legs

Upholstery 
Francis is available with fabric or leather upholstery.  

Frame
All the bearing parts of the frame are made of solid wood. 

* Measurments may vary +/-3%, depending on the choice of upholstery and combination.

Scandinavian elegance and several comfort types are the key features of this sofa. A rounded chaise longue 
shape and broader than typical seating accentuate the contemporary design and the lightweight appearance. 
Even in larger fixed combinations, Francis stands out for its balanced and graceful look.

Francis



Comforts

Feather Soft - C2

Memory Foam - CM

Seat Cushion
The seat cushion consists
of elastic cut cold foam
with a feather top.

Seat Cushion
Cold foam with memory foam on 
top, covered with fibre padding.

Back Cushion
The back cushion consists
of a mix of feathers
and ball fibre.

Back Cushion
The back cushion consists
of a mix of feathers
and ball fibre.

Foam Soft - EU
Seat Cushion
The seat cushion consists of 
elastic cut cold foam covered 
with fibre padding.

Seat Cushion
The seat cushion consists of 
elastic cut cold foam covered 
with fibre padding.

Back Cushion
The back cushion consists
of ball fibre.

Foam Firm - C1

Back Cushion
The inner core is cold foam 
covered with fibre padding.

Day Dusk

Back cushions

Francis Dusk in 
Divine ivory.









The elegant Francis footstool 
is versatile and functional, 

perfect for when friends 
arrive.

Francis Dusk in 
Velvety green.

The high armrest and backrest 
adding to Francis balanced 
look. A subtle detail is the 
45-degree seam connecting 
the slim armrest to the frame. 



If you have any questions or want to know more 
about our products, please let us know.  

Get more information at  
www.furninova.com


